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THREE REASONS
YOU NEED
CONTINUOUS,
END-TO-END
PERFORMANCE
VALIDATION
FOR SD-WAN

40% of all enterprise
workloads will be
deployed in cloud
infrastructures and
platform services
(integrated and standalone) by 2023, up
from 20% in 2020.
Gartner®, “Forecast Analysis: Cloud Infrastructure
and Platform Services, Worldwide,” Colleen
Graham, Ed Anderson, November 2021.

Executive Summary
It’s called the ‘infinite edge’. In today’s always-on world, enterprises need to ensure customers,
employees, and others can connect quickly, reliably and securely to the network from anywhere.
And there’s no edge to this network – it’s infinite.
It could simply be thousands of users connecting to the corporate network from home. It might
be a remote warehouse thousands of miles from headquarters requiring real-time inventory
management. Or a hotel group needing to give guests Wi-Fi access in a remote island resort. Or a
consumer electronics retailer needing to reliably demonstrate a store full of audio-visual devices in
its stores.
Make no mistake, the enterprise network now spans everything and everywhere. At the same time,
every user demands a consistent, high-quality experience.
Network operations teams are running short of options to efficiently monitor edge infrastructures.
The popular software-defined wide area network (SD-WAN) technologies introduce more virtual
components, making networks more complex to manage, troubleshoot, and triage. Moreover, a
heavy reliance on hybrid networks creates additional blind spots that increase the risk of application
and user experience disruption.
This eBook explores three reasons why native SD-WAN monitoring tools struggle to provide
the visibility needed to deliver superior service levels to end-users. It also reveals how modern,
multi-vendor SD-WAN monitoring provides end-to-end unified approach into the WAN virtual
and physical infrastructure, including third-party networks. This unified approach enables network
teams to better understand network traffic patterns, ultimately leading to improved economics and
service assurance.
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Enterprise Networks
Are Shifting
There’s no stopping the cloud. Study after study shows that cloud services adoption is booming.
More and more enterprises are turning to public cloud platforms to transform the organization
and reach a future state faster, whether it is to increase agility to unlock innovation, enhance the
customer experience, or reduce the cost of building new applications. Many are also choosing to
move their legacy applications to the cloud.
Traditional networks typically rely on multiprotocol label switching (MPLS) circuits to connect
sites to data centers – it’s a classic routing technique in private telecommunications networks that
directs data from one node to the next based on labels. However, the rapid adoption of cloud-based
applications creates an MPLS bottleneck as network traffic is increasingly Internet-bound, rather
than destined for the corporate data center.
To mitigate this problem, enterprises are now moving towards a hybrid WAN architecture, utilizing
both MPLS and Internet-based connections, or sometimes Internet-only connections. Using this
architecture, sites and users are directly connected to the Internet instead of being backhauled
through data centers, whatever their location is.
Forward-thinking organizations are making the Internet their new enterprise network. It’s a strategy
that lowers costs and reduces the strain on the MPLS backbone while delivering greater flexibility
and scalability.
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Forward-thinking
organizations are
making the Internet
their new enterprise
network.

SD-WAN technology
is one of the fastestgrowing segments of the
technology market

Enterprise WAN
Transformation is Real
SD-WAN has emerged as a breakthrough solution for transforming traffic management across
MPLS and Internet links. Key advantages of SD-WAN include:
• R
 educes costs with transport independence across MPLS, 4G/5G LTE, and other
connection types.
• Improves application performance and increases agility.
• O
 ptimizes user experience and efficiency for software-as-a-service (SaaS) and public cloud
applications .
• S
 implifies operations with automation and centralized management to monitor some degree
of application and network performance … but only from network edge to network edge.
SD-WAN technology is one of the fastest-growing segments of the technology market owing
to its ability to deliver seamless connectivity to cloud applications and reduce the cost of
communications.
There’s a catch though. Most SD-WAN platforms have the analytics capability to monitor some
degree of application and network performance … but only from network edge to network edge.
However, the capabilities may differ between vendors’ offerings – and that leads to separate,
fragmented view of network performance. The demand is increasing for end-user experience
metrics, all the way from the end-user to the actual application or service.
So why are organizations re-imagining their network monitoring, in search of better understanding
the user experience? Here are three key reasons:
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Reason #1: SD-WAN Does
Not Control the Internet
Unlike MPLS links, the Internet is a diverse and unreliable transport mechanism. It comprises a
vast, complex web comprising thousands of service provider networks with continuously changing
connections.
SD-WAN application policies and path remediation can introduce dynamic routing changes that
may have a positive impact but can also deteriorate the overall end-to-end performance. As a
result, applications can run slower than before the corrective action, making edge of network
troubleshooting very difficult without additional insight. This lack of visibility beyond the edge of
the enterprise network can leave network operations entirely out of control.
However, next-generation monitoring tools are capable of testing network paths across the Internet.
In a cloudy world, one of the most important concepts in network operations is ‘mean time to
innocence (MTTI)’. The MTTI is how long it takes for the networking organization to prove it is a
third-party carrier provider that is causing the degradation. Once that is established, network teams
can begin to determine where things did go wrong and collaborate with other teams to find the
root cause of the problem.
A comprehensive monitoring solution will provide complete, unified insight into the journey an app
takes – from a user right through to the end destination. This includes granular insights in policybased performance such as packet loss, latency, jitter, data loss and app flows. Modern SD-WAN
monitoring also understands deviations from normal behavior and capacity projections based on
actual measured capacity.

GARTNER and Magic Quadrant are a registered trademark and service mark of Gartner, Inc. and/or its affiliates in the U.S.
and internationally and are used herein with permission.
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By 2025, to deliver
flexible, cost-effective
scalable bandwidth,
40% of enterprise
locations will have
only internet WAN
connectivity, compared
with 15% in 2021.
Gartner® Magic Quadrant™ for WAN Edge
Infrastructure, September 2021 - ID G00736367

By 2025, 40% of
enterprises with SDWAN deployments
will use artificial
intelligence (AI)
functions to automate
Day 2 operations,
compared with fewer
than 5% in 2021.
Gartner - Critical Capabilities for WAN Edge
Infrastructure - 2021 - ID G00738187

Reason #2: SD-WAN
Network Paths Can
Change Unpredictably
Network professionals attempting to deliver a global network using the Internet must
confront the problem of unpredictable SD-WAN performance. As outlined earlier, the
SD-WAN application policies and orchestrator automation can result in changes to routing
that can interfere with performance.
As the distance grows, latency rises, and an extended latency delay is something that cannot be
tolerated in enterprise-grade communication. Moreover, applications can run slower than before
the corrective action, making troubleshooting these issues very difficult without additional insight.
This variance in performance creates a situation where services can work optimally sometimes but
perform poorly at other times. This inconsistency is disruptive for end-users, diminishes productivity,
impacts the customer experience, and ultimately damages the brand.
A modern monitoring capability enables operations teams to identify unexpected anomalies that
impact the underlying network performance. This helps take the guesswork out of investigations,
reduces mean-time-to-repair, and guarantees sustainable network performance.
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Reason #3: SD-WAN
Does Not Measure
End-User Experience
Today, any user should be able to access whichever applications and data they need to
complete their task on any device in any location. And the experience during that journey
should be consistent.
SD-WAN solutions are specifically geared to address these challenges. However, too many fail to
deliver that universally consistent, omnichannel experience. This is because they only focus on
edge-to-edge and device performance – not the entire end-to-end experience.
The right monitoring capabilities would allow synthetic transactions that show the performance
trends of SaaS and web applications and networks, emulating the paths and actions that end users
take as they experience an application.
By running periodic tests, IT can be informed early when performance degrades. Without synthetics,
the only way to understand whether an issue has occurred is for that issue to impact a user.
Synthetics provide actionable intelligence without the impact. This is important as transformation
to SaaS needs testing before during and after implementations to validate network delivery of the
end-user experience will meet expectations.
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By 2026, at least 60% of
I&O leaders will use DEM
to measure application,
services and endpoint
performance from the
user’s viewpoint, up from
less than 20% in 2021.
Gartner - Market Guide for Digital Experience
Monitoring, 28 March 2022 - ID G00734549

“Partnering with
Broadcom has been
key to the success of
many of our managed
network services.”

A Consistent Experience
Across SD-WAN
Infrastructure
Take the example of a large UK telecom company. It deployed multi-vendor network services,
resulting in different monitoring solutions and separate, fragmented portals. The network operations
team were challenged by a lack of integrations, time-consuming data correlation, skilled resources
tied up operating the tools, and limited end-to-end visibility and reporting.
The telco switched to a continuous, end-to-end SD-WAN monitoring solution that ensures site
availability, application performance, and policy compliance related to the end-user experience.
With this move, network operations can identify when and why route changes occur to validate that
SLA policies provide expected results, while appropriately leveraging the various WAN connectivity
options and technologies. The organization can confidently and efficiently assure enterprise
networks and managed network services.
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Drawing It All Together
Enterprise networks are shifting. The pandemic and resulting societal disruptions are changing the way people work. Hybrid users are now anywhere,
and cloud transformation means resources are everywhere too. The Internet has become the new enterprise network and IT has responsibility for
services over which it has less control than ever.
Native SD-WAN monitoring tools cannot keep up with this pace of change. Here’s why:
• N
 etwork performance: Native SD-WAN monitoring tools offer limited edge-to-edge visibility across carrier providers and interconnected components.
Increased alarm noise and manual fault isolation delay incident response.
• U
 ser experience: Native SD-WAN monitoring lacks unbiased validation of SLA policies and ISP performance. Also, it diminishes understanding of how
network issues impact service delivery.
• I nfrastructure management: Native SD-WAN monitoring results in increased Opex owing to the scale of deployments and the number of distinct
vendors. There are also security and compliance risks associated with distributed and heterogeneous configurations.
In response, organizations need to continuously validate the performance by correlating it to the actual user experience. Forward-thinking organizations
are turning to continuous, end-to-end SD-WAN performance monitoring platforms that ensure site availability, application performance, and policy
compliance related to the end-user experience.
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Experience-Driven NetOps Can
Help You Get There:
• Comprehensive visibility of the SD-WAN overlay and underlay performance.
• End-user experience analytics across apps, clouds and transports.
• Multi-vendor support with scalable AI-based alarm triage and root cause analysis.
• Continuous synthetic testing of network service delivery along with active testing of user experience.
As native SD-WAN monitoring capabilities fill some basic needs, they also leave major gaps in multi-vendor and end-user experience visibility. IT leaders,
in an effort to rethink their network monitoring strategies, take an approach to Experience-Driven NetOps to ensure connections are experience-proven
and network operations teams are experience-driven. With Experience-Driven NetOps, network teams can source end-user experience metrics to be fed
into vendor-agnostic network monitoring software that incorporates industry-standard operating procedures into easy, out-of-the-box triage workflows.
To understand how Experience-Driven NetOps can provide your organization with continuous, end-to-end SD-WAN performance validation, talk to
Broadcom® Software.
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EXPERIENCE DRIVEN NETOPS.

LEARN MORE TODAY.
WWW.BROADCOM.COM/NETOPS

About Us
Broadcom Software is a world leader in business-critical software that modernizes, optimizes, and protects the world’s
most complex hybrid environments. With its engineering-centered culture, Broadcom Software has an extensive portfolio
of industry-leading infrastructure and security software, including AIOps, Cybersecurity, Value Stream Management,
DevOps, Mainframe, and Payment Security. Our software portfolio enables scalability, agility, and security for the largest
global companies in the world.
For more information, please visit our website at: software.broadcom.com
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